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Abstract
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chitecture of global political economy, and the role of globalization in shaping the landscape of local and re-

gional governance. The literature that emerged from such studies has also emphasized 1) increasing levels 

of inequality in global cities and 2) attendant contests over local outcomes of globalization while seeking 

other ways of measuring and articulating the emergence of globalizing cities. Analyzing location strategies 

in other sectors can speak to these issues. This paper extends methodology common to the global cities 
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Because globalizing cities have become the centers of integrated world capital, radical poverty, and environ-

mental injustice, studies of poverty in the Americas must take seriously the urban centers that increasingly 
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more fully with issues of inequality in American cities.

Keywords: Globalization. Cities. Governance. The Americas.

Resumo
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TAYLOR, 2004b), suggests the continued role of 
particular locales as governance centers with in-
creasingly global scope. Since John Friedmann 
(1986) formulated his “world cities hypothesis”, 
many have tried to measure manifestations of the 
phenomenon that Richard Florida attempts to cap-
ture with his suggestion that “the world is spiky” 
(FLORIDA, 2005, 2008) – that, in fact, globalization 
has had disparate effects across cities and that some 
cities play special roles concerning connectivity to 
other locales through global networks or strategic 
location in global networks. Many of these attempts 
have emphasized the disproportionate concentra-
(#!.1 !51 3673.8$61 4+!6'8$+1 3.61 "#.3.8#3)1  $+7#8$ 1
"#+2 1#.143+(#8')3+1(A4$ 1!518#(#$ 1<$%*%14'&)#83(#!. 1
of the Global and World Cities Research Network at 
Loughborough University). 

This paper extends methodology common to the 
global cities literature to map non-governmental 
!+*3.#;3(#!.1<=>?@13.61$.$+*A18!+4!+3(#!.1!5"#8$ %1
Global NGOs represent the cutting edge of global 
4!)#(#8 E1 (0$#+1!5"#8$1 )!83(#!.1  (+3($*#$ 123A1 +$7$3)1
what locations are strategic for regional and global 
political developments. Global energy corporations 
shape the economic and environmental landscapes 
of the world – consider the 2010 BP oil spill in the 
Gulf of Mexico. In particular, this paper will focus on 
the convergence and divergence of these networks 
-#(01(0! $1!513673.8$614+!6'8$+13.61"#.3.8#3)1 $+-
7#8$ 1"#+2 1#.1(0$1B2$+#83 %1F!#.*1 !1-#))14+!7#6$131

Introduction

The relationship among poverty, governance, and 
social movements in the Americas cannot be fully 
grasped apart from understanding the idiosyncra-
sies of contemporary American urbanism and its 
relationship to global processes. The partial dena-
tionalization of global politics has been accompanied 
by the increasing importance of non-state and sub-
national state actors – including non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs), multi-national corporations, 
and city governments (CASTELLS, 2005). It has fur-
(0$+1 +$ ')($61 #.1 (0$1 +# #.*1  #*.#"#83.8$1 !51 8#(#$ 1 3 1
 #($ 1#.13.615!+1*)!&3)1*!7$+.3.8$1<GHI==IH91JKKLE1
SWYNGEDOUW, 2004). Cities serve as sites for scale-
jumping – the movement of organizations and issues 
across scalar boundaries (GLASSMAN, 2002) – and 
locales for networking. Global actors, by concentrat-
ing in cities, take advantage of propinquity and the 
dense networks available in the urban landscape, and 
in doing so, also establish certain cities as “nodes” in 
their global networks (CASTELLS, 2000b).

In contrast to the idea that a revolution in com-
munication, information, and transportation tech-
nologies has brought the demise of geography – see 
Graham (1998) for a review of the literature em-
bracing this position –, the literature on “global cit-
ies” or “world cities”, those urban agglomerations 
more or less directly articulated to a shifting archi-
($8('+$1!51*)!&3)14!)#(#83)1$8!.!2A1<MBMMI=91JKKJE 

2+)#)%-!&#!%-',.'.,#!".'#&'%!)#!%2(&("+#!$(48'+2#!34(5#46!%!(!$#$%4!)#!34(5#4+9#/0(!&#!:(,"#/0(!)(!2%&;,+(!
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actors in the determination of global politico-eco-
nomic outcomes. States act at the global level by pro-
jecting formal and more or less legitimate domestic 
authority enjoyed by dint of territorial sovereignty. 
At the same time, however, numerous other actors 
#.")'$.8$1(0$1 32$1!'(8!2$ 1!7$+1-0#801 (3($ 1(+3-
6#(#!.3))A1037$10$)61#.")'$.8$%1/0$ $138(!+ 1#.8)'6$1
transnational corporations and transnational activ-
ist organizations, among others.

A great part of the literature on the presence and 
#.")'$.8$1 !51 8#(#$ 1 #.1 (0$1-!+)61 # 1 8!.8$+.$61-#(01
cities as strategic sites for the location of other ac-
(!+ 1 #.7!)7$61 #.1 *)!&3)1 *!7$+.3.8$1 <NBOFIHE1 FI1
FREYTAS, 2009), sites in and from which global 
corporations and activist organizations (TAYLOR, 
PQQR3@14+!S$8(1(0$#+1$55$8(#7$1#.")'$.8$1!7$+1*)!&3)1
affairs. This literature had its origins in the con-
cerns of world systems theory – the term “world 
8#(#$ T1-3 18!#.$61#.143+(15!+1#( 1"#(.$  1(!131-!+)61
systems approach to the study of global political 
economy – and is preoccupied with both describing 
the relationship between the urban and the global 
and articulating an understanding of the roles in 
-0#8016#55$+$.(18#(#$ 1"#.61(0$2 $)7$ %1D3.A1!51(0$1
most prominent studies of world cities have focused 
on the role of cities as command and control centers 
in the global economy, locales exhibiting a dispro-
portionate concentration of advanced producer and 
"#.3.8#3)1  $+7#8$ 1 "#+2 1 (03(1 8!!+6#.3($1 (0$1 38(#7-
ity of materially and geographically dispersed, but 
 (#))1  !8#3))A1 8!.8$.(+3($691 834#(3)1 <MBMMI=1 JKKJE1
TAYLOR, 2004b). Others have augmented this ap-
proach by studying, for example, the cultural capital 
of cities (KRÄTKE, 2004). Still, the chief mechanism 
for determining the status of a given city – “World 
8#(AU1?+1.!(UT1V103 1&$$.1(0$1!& $+73(#!.1!51!5"#8$1
)!83(#!. 15!+13673.8$614+!6'8$+13.61"#.3.8#3)1 $+-
7#8$ 1"#+2 %1

Since this paper deals with cities in the Americas, 
the mega-city concept is worth mentioning as well. 
B88!+6#.*1(!1(0$1W=16$"#.#(#!.912$*3:8#(#$ 13+$1'+-
ban areas with more than ten million inhabitants 
<W=:XBGY/B/91 PQQZ@%1 [!+1 PQQK91 (0$1 W=1 #6$.(#"#$61
21 mega-cities. Four are located in Latin America, 
two in North America. Furthermore, Latin America 
03 15!'+18#(#$ 1-#(01314!4')3(#!.1&$(-$$.1"#7$13.61
ten million (UNDESA, 2010). The mega-city concept 
has triggered debates, especially because the ma-
jority of these cities are located in the developing 

more robust picture of what functions certain cities 
play in the Americas, why organizations are drawn 
to those locales, and how it is that American cities 
may be characterized by the “production of pres-
ence”, to use a term coined by Saskia Sassen (2006). 
Mapping all three sectors might reveal whether each 
sector interacts with or deals with the effects of the 
others. Because globalizing cities have become the 
centers of integrated world capital, radical poverty, 
and environmental injustice, studies of poverty in 
the Americas must take seriously the urban centers 
that increasingly have become the hub of economic 
3.61#6$!)!*#83)1")!- %1/0$1'+&3.1)!83(#!.1 (+3($*#$ 1
!513673.8$614+!6'8$+13.61"#.3.8#3)1 $+7#8$ 91*)!&3)1
NGOs, and global energy corporations must be un-
derstood in order to grapple more fully with issues 
of inequality in American cities. 

After a brief review of relevant literature, in-
8)'6#.*1  4$8#3)1 $2403 # 1 '4!.1 4+$7#!' 1 "#.6#.* 1
on the role of American cities, the article presents 
our methodology, results, and conclusions. In the 
end, the article contributes to a more robust un-
6$+ (3.6#.*1 !51 B2$+#83.1 8#(#$ \1 4! #(#!.1 #.1 *)!&3)1
networks as well as the context of, challenges for, 
enduring obstacles to governance from below in the 
cities of the Americas.

Global cities research, its critiques 
and its view on American cities

The increasing concern for understanding the 
4+$ $.8$13.61#.")'$.8$1!51(0$18#(A1#.1(0$1-!+)6103 1
emerged alongside increasing interest in questions 
of both local and global governance. I(1%,&#&2%, 
(0$1$]$+8# $1!51#.")'$.(#3)91$55$8(#7$913.61 !2$(#2$ 1
decisive authority, is distinct from 3(1%,&"%&', the 
exercise or locus of formal or legitimate authority. 
Investigations into the relevance of this concept for 
global and local politics have resulted in the prolif-
eration of actors and sites regarded as relevant to 
political economic outcomes at multiple scales. At 
the local level, where municipalities enjoy formal 
authority, a raft of actors (e.g. private corporations, 
special authorities, booster clubs, and others) is 
recognized to enjoy informal, but still effective, au-
thority. At the global level, while formal #.'P(,+'Q is 
absent, formal authorities – namely, states – have 
constituted the most studied and highly regarded 
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In so doing, this literature has advanced an under-
standing not only of world cities, but also of world 
city networks, the circuits in which certain cities 
play an important role.

M(#))91  $7$+3)1  #*.#"#83.(1 !&S$8(#!. 1 (!1 (0# 1 34-
proach have emerged from scholars concerned 
with appropriately understanding both the urban 
landscape and the role of the city/cities in the glob-
al landscape. This approach has emphasized the 
condition of economic R34(5#4+'QS – to use Manfred 
M($*$+\ 1 <PQQP@1 6# (#.8(#!.1 &$(-$$.1 *)!&3)#(A91 !+1
#.($+8!..$8($6.$  E1 *)!&3)#;3(#!.91 !+1 (0$1 4+!8$  1
)$36#.*1 (!1 #.8+$3 #.*1 #.($+8!..$8(#!.E1 3.61 *)!&3)-
ism, or the increasing awareness of a world commu-
nity as the point of reference or context for social 
relations – at the expense of the processes of global-
ization or the $(4+'+2#46!2.4'.,#46!(,!%2(4(3+2#4!#-$%2'- 
!51*)!&3)#;3(#!.%1Y.1366#(#!.91M0!+(1<PQQR@1#6$.(#"#$61
three problem areas in world/global cities research. 
First, there is, what he calls, “the dirty little secret 
of world cities research” (SHORT et al., 1996): a 
lack of good quality and international comparable 
data on cities. As a consequence, researchers use 
proxy-data, which triggers discussion over valid-
ity. Furthermore, once scholars move beyond the 
key global cities, there is no consensus on rankings 
(DERUDDER, 2006). Second, research traditionally 
focused on a limited number of world city functions 
and as a result directed its focus to a small group of 
cities at the top of world city rankings. In response 
to this, Short et al. (2000) stress the need to look 
at all cities as “gateways for globalization”. Third, 
world/global cities research searches for evidence 
of global connectivity – thus increasing the risk that 
attention is limited to those cities that seem to con-
"#+21(0$!+$(#83)13  '24(#!. 1<^B_=I91PQQR@1V1-0#)$1
identifying a lack of connectivity is of equal impor-
tance to understanding the role of cities in global-
ization and might highlight the “black holes” and 
“loose connections” in global networks. 

H!&#. !.\ 1 <PQQP91 PQQZ@1 !&S$8(#!.1 (!-3+6 1
world and global cities research is even more fun-
damental. She doubts the virtues of denoting “glob-
al cities” or devising systems for categorizing and 
ranking such cities, especially when the criteria 
to do so are based on the experience of just a few 
(ROBINSON, 2006). As Robinson (2006) has noted, 
there are a myriad of ways in which globalization 
affects various urban landscapes, some of which 

world, meaning the term is often charged with neg-
ative connotations. Sassen, for example, states that 
the “mega-city syndrome” – the burden of popula-
tion size and the related problems – acts as a bar-
rier for developing cities as they display the pro-
8$  $ 1 0$16$ 8+#&$ 13.613(($24(1(!15')"#))1 (0$1+!)$1
of global cities (SASSEN, 2000). Parnreiter (2009) 
has criticized the literature for not conducting a 
2!+$18!24+$0$. #7$13.3)A # 1!512$*3:8#(#$ \1 803)-
lenges and claims that we need to conceptualize 
these cities as “gateway cities in current processes 
of globalization”. Castells goes even further and at-
(+#&'($ 1  4$8#"#81 5'.8(#!. 1 (!12$*3:8#(#$ 1 3.61 8!.-
ceptualizes them as the cities of the future. Their 
 #*.#"#83.8$1# 1.!(1 !12'801)#.C$61(!1(0$#+1 #;$91&'(1
to the concentration of higher functions in the scope 
of politics, economy, information networks and cul-
ture. Mega-cities are conceived as the main centers, 
the connecting points in the global political, eco-
nomic, informational and cultural networks of the 
21st1 8$.('+A1 <G?H^BE1 NBM/IOOM91 JKK`E1 NBM/IOOM91
2000b). With this statement, Castells transforms 
the mega-city from a form (a city with at least 10 
million inhabitants) into a process (the linking up of 
a place to a global network), a movement that has 
been criticized. According to Taylor (1999), there 
are no credible processes that turn mega-cities in 
the Global South into future centers of wealth and 
power and, furthermore, the rise of East Asian cities 
cannot be extrapolated to other cities in the devel-
oping world. He emphasizes that global cities and 
mega-cities have different urban problems in origin 
3.61(A4$%1N3 ($)) \ 1 438$1!51")!- 13.610# 1$)3&!+3-
tion on mega-cities only has value for Taylor in so 
far that it creates new insights for understanding 
the core and periphery of the current world-system. 

The established approach to global cities mea-
surement understands the techno-material aspects 
of globalization to be either of utmost importance or, 
3(1(0$17$+A1)$3 (91!512$3 '+3&)$1 #*.#"#83.8$%1N3 (#.*1
the gaze of transnational urbanism upon a small 
group of 50-150 cities, this literature has not only 
listed cities with disproportionate concentrations of 
3673.8$614+!6'8$+13.61"#.3.8#3)1 $+7#8$ 1"#+2 91&'(1
has also ranked cities according to the intensity of 
their connectivity – usually accomplished by discern-
#.*1(0$18!..$8(#!. 1&$(-$$.1!5"#8$ 1#.16#55$+$.(18#(#$ 1
!+1(0$1 (+3($*#81#24!+(3.8$1!5131*#7$.1!5"#8$:8#(A1.!6$1
#.1 31 "#+2\ 1 !7$+3))1 .$(-!+C1 </B_O?H1 $(1 3)%91 PQJQ@%1 
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cannot be captured by methodologies popularized 
by Beaverstock (1999), Taylor (2004b) and others. 
Robinson recognizes that all cities are ordinary cit-
ies, experiencing the process of globalization in id-
iosyncratic ways. Her critique is particularly effec-
tive at a time when many urbanists are abandoning 
talk of “the city”, in favor of “cities”, deemphasizing 
the commonalities of a generic urban experience 
and emphasizing the distinctive, often unique, char-
acteristics of urban life in particular cities. The need 
to avoid ethnocentricity – the idea that all cities will 
follow the trajectory of global cities in the West – 
has also been stressed (SHATKIN, 2007). And Hill 
<PQQR@13 C 12!+$13(($.(#!.15!+18#(#$ \1a.$ ($618!.-
"#*'+3(#!. T1 V1 (0$#+1 0# (!+#$ 91 #. (#('(#!.3)1  $(:'4 91
ideologies and political projects. In sum, critics 
state that a more inclusive and nuanced approach 
towards globalizing cities will extend our under-
 (3.6#.*1 !51 8#(#$ \1 $]4$+#$.8$ 1 3.61 -#))1  (#2')3($1
further theorizing on how globalization takes place 
(SHORT, 2004).

This study is sympathetic to the critiques leveled 
against some of the global cities literature. In some 
ways, this sympathy should cause us to bristle at the 
use of the terms, “global city”, “world city”, and the 
like, to avoid advancing such notions, and certainly 
not to proliferate such distinctions. We should re-
member, however, to distinguish between the condi-
tion of urban globality and the relationships between 
various urban areas and the processes of globaliza-
tion. Such a distinction is necessary to proceed be-
yond the quantitative nature of the methodology 
employed throughout this study. Furthermore, sensi-
tivity to such critiques has opened new lines of inqui-
ry that do not abandon talk of global cities as much 
as they dis-place it. For example, Amen, Archer and 
Bosman (2006) have attempted to “relocate global 
cities” “from the center to the margins”, studying the 
ways in which global and urban dynamics intersect 
in various cities that are, as Robinson (2002, 2006) 
puts it, “off the map” of much global cities research. 
Their work is not alone in this effort, as other re-
searchers have undertaken to expand the number 
and type of global cities, rather than to abandon the 
term (GUGLER, 2004).

Though we believe that the methodology devel-
oped most fully by Beaverstock, Taylor and others is 
#. '5"#8#$.(1 5!+131 +!&' (1'.6$+ (3.6#.*1!51 (0$14+$ -
$.8$1 3.61 #.")'$.8$1 !51 8#(#$ 1 #.1 (0$1-!+)691-$1 (0#.C1

still that the limits of the methodology, itself, have not 
been reached – and that it can reveal considerably 
more about the “spikiness” of the global urban land-
scape. While the explanatory power of this approach 
may be limited, it has not exhausted its usefulness in 
identifying cities that prove strategic to global gover-
nance and especially to understanding in which cities 
certain networks converge and in which cities those 
networks diverge. Such a developed understanding 
!51(0$13))!83(#!.1!516#55$+$.(1.$(-!+C 13.61")!- 13)-
lows us to hold the approaches of Robinson and 
Taylor and colleagues in a dialectical tension with 
!.$13.!(0$+1 (!1 3673.8$1 (0$1 "#$)61!51 +$ $3+80%1/0# 1
requires the mapping of multiple networks using 
the same or similar methodologies, which promises 
to open up the measurement of various aspects of 
urban globality beyond the economic and to dem-
onstrate the extent to which globalizing cities are 
experiencing a “production of presence” (SASSEN, 
2006). Hitherto, most efforts so far have not used 
the same methodologies employed to measure the 
disproportionate concentration of advanced pro-
6'8$+13.61"#.3.8#3)1 $+7#8$ 1"#+2 %

Attention to the role and position of American 
cities in the global cities literature has been thin. 
New York City has received a great deal of attention 
as one of the three cities that traditionally top the 
world/global cities rankings, leaving other North 
American cities in second-rate positions. Although 
several scholars have met this imbalance by study-
#.*14+!6'8$+13.61"#.3.8#3)1 $+7#8$ 1#.1!(0$+1=!+(01
B2$+#83.1 8#(#$ \1 <MBMMI=91 JKKbE1 /B_O?HE1 OB=>91
2005), this research could be extended and the 
picture could become more nuanced by examin-
ing more types of global networks. With regard to 
the study of Latin American cities, scholars have 
pointed out the limited applicability of the global 
cities perspective. General critiques that have been 
mentioned before are of relevance here. Roberts, 
for example, pointed out how cities of the Global 
South – and thus Latin American cities – are un-
der-emphasized and under-theorized in global cit-
#$ 1+$ $3+80913)#*.#.*1-#(01 !2$1!51H!&#. !.\ 13.61
M0!+(\ 1 8!22$.( %1 ['+(0$+2!+$91 (+36#(#!.3))A1 (0$1
23S!+1O3(#.1B2$+#83.18#(#$ 1-$+$1.!(1 $$.13 15')"#))-
#.*1(+')A1*)!&3)18#(A1+!)$ 1<H?GIH/M91PQQbE1/B_O?H91
2005). The most recent GaWC ranking (2008), how-
ever, points out that several intermediate North 
American cities and Latin American cities have 
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As mentioned, scholars in the global cities litera-
ture have begun to call into question whether this 
$8!.!2#812$3 '+$2$.(1 # 1  '5"#8#$.(1 (!1 6$($+2#.$1
(0$1 #*.#"#83.8$1!518#(#$ 1#.1(0$1*)!&3)1)3.6 834$%1B 1
Robinson (2006) observes, “For many poor, ‘struc-
('+3))A1#++$)$73.(\18#(#$ 91(0$1 #*.#"#83.8$1!51")!- 1!51
ideas, practices and resources beyond and into the 
city concerned from around the world stands in 
stark contrast to these claims of irrelevance”. Cities, 
otherwise largely ignored in studies of advanced 
4+!6'8$+13.61"#.3.8#3)1 $+7#8$1 "#+2 91 $+7$1 #.73)'-
3&)$1 +!)$ 1 #.1 (0$ $1 ")!- 1 (0+!'*01 !(0$+1 !+*3.#;3-
tions. As this particular paper explores, studying 
*)!&3)1=>? \13.61*)!&3)1$.$+*A18!+4!+3(#!. \1*$!*-
raphies contributes to the understanding of global-
#;#.*18#(#$ \1+!)$13.615'.8(#!.#.*% 

To proceed in data collection for global NGOs 
and global energy corporations, an understanding 
was required of what data exists concerning these 
sectors already. First, with regard to global NGOs, a 
previous study done by Taylor (2004a) on the role 
of NGOs in the global cities network allowed us to 
replicate his methodology. Taylor did not focus 
solely upon the prevalence of these NGOs, but used 
what he calls the interlocking network model. He 
7$+#"#$61(0$1#2'+1+'Q!1#4.% of NGOs in various cities 
&A1 6$($+2#.#.*1-03(1 (A4$1 !51 !5"#8$ 1 (0$1 !+*3.#;3-
(#!. 1037$1 #.1 $3801 8#(A%1X$1 (0$.1  ('6#$61 (0$1 8#(#$ \1
relative connectivity by examining the density of 
links to other cities. For Taylor, just like advanced 
4+!6'8$+13.61"#.3.8#3)1 $+7#8$1"#+2 91=>? 1.$$6$61
(!1 037$1 !5"#8$ 1 !.1 3(1 )$3 (1 (0+$$1 8!.(#.$.( 91 (!1 &$1
categorized as “global” (TAYLOR, 2004a). Second, in 
relation to global energy corporations no data set 
existed, since there are no previous studies done on 
the role of global cities as strategic sites for the net-
works of energy corporations. As Taylor (2004a, p. 
269) noted in his study of global NGOs, “the answer 
(!1(0# 14+!&)$21# 1.!(1(!1+$)A1!.1!5"#8#3)1 (3(# (#8 T%1

Thus, in order to form a data set for global ener-
gy corporations we took the methodological frame-
work applied by Taylor in his research of advanced 
4+!6'8$+13.61"#.3.8#3)1 $+7#8$1"#+2 13.61' $61#(1(!1
categorize which corporations could be regarded 
as “global”. It is important to note that, in this pa-
per, we do not consider the activity values of par-
(#8')3+1 !5"#8$ 1 !+1 (0$1 +$)3(#7$1 8!..$8(#7#(A1 !51 8#(#$ 1
in these networks. In order to overlay and compare 
maps and understand these networks, which is the 

climbed up the ranking, thus their importance is 
increasing and their roles are shifting. Comparing 
the convergence and divergence of contemporary 
global networks should therefore shed light on 
B2$+#83.1 8#(#$ \1 +!)$1 3.61 (0$1 6A.32#8 1 (03(1 3+$1
at play. Furthermore, it will be interesting to con-
5+!.(1B2$+#83.18#(#$ \14! #(#!.1#.1(0$1*)!&3)1a 438$1
!51 ")!- T1-#(01-03(1 # 10344$.#.*1#.1(0$1a 438$1!51
places”. The former refers to the global networks 
#.1-0#801*!!6 91 $+7#8$ 91#.5!+23(#!.913.61"#.3.8$1
")!-13.61#.1-0#801#(1# 14!  #&)$1(!1!+*3.#;$1 !8#3)1
practices simultaneously without geographical 
continuity (CASTELLS, 2000a). The latter relates 
to issues of inequality and the concrete reality of 
day-to-day life in cities, where “meaning, function, 
and locality are closely interrelated” (CASTELLS, 
2000a, p. 14). 

Methodology

Urban economic globality has been measured, 
3.618!++$ 4!.6#.*1*)!&3)18#(#$ 1037$1&$$.1#6$.(#"#$691
&A12344#.*1(0$1!5"#8$1)!83(#!. 1!513673.8$614+!6'8-
$+13.61"#.3.8#3)1 $+7#8$1"#+2 %1/0$1>)!&3)#;3(#!.13.61
World Cities Research Network, led by Taylor, under-
(!!C1!.$1!51 (0$1 "#+ (13(($24( 1 (!16$"#.$91 83($*!+#;$91
and rank global cities. In GaWC Research Bulletin 5 
(1999), they derive their fundamental vision from 
the work of Sassen (1991, p. 126) in considering 
world cities as “postindustrial production sites”. 
These sites of innovation in corporate services and 
"#.3.8$1037$1&$$.1$  $.(#3)1(!1(0$1+$8$.(1+$ (+'8('+-
ing of the world economy. The distinguishing feature 
of global cities is advanced producer services, which 
are highly concentrated in a limited number of lead-
#.*18#(#$ 1-#(01a31 4$8#"#81+!)$1#.1(0$18'++$.(1403 $1!51
the world economy” (SASSEN, 1991, p. 126). With 
(0$14+!6'8$+1 $+7#8$1"#+213 1(0$1&3 #81'.#(1!513.3)A-
sis, the Loughborough group ranked cities based on 
3**+$*3(#.*1#.5!+23(#!.1!.18#(#$ \14+!7# #!.1!51$3801
of the four services (accountancy, advertising, bank-
ing, and law). They were able to produce the “GaWC 
Inventory of World Cities” based on three research 
 (3*$ c1<J@1"#.6#.*1(0$1*)!&3)18!24$($.8$1!51 $+7#8$1
"#+2 1#.1($+2 1!51(0$#+14+$ $.8$1#.18#(#$ E1<P@1'.8!7$+-
ing the global service centers for a given service sec-
(!+E1<d@1#6$.(#5A#.*1-!+)618#(#$ 1!516#55$+$.(16$*+$$ 1!51
corporate service provision.
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fully match the criteria for what we considered to be 
global energy corporations. PFC1 determines its an-
nual rankings based upon the total market capital of 
the corporation annually. It includes energy sectors 
 '801 3 1 $]4)!+3(#!.1 3.61 4+!6'8(#!.91 +$"#.#.*1 3.61
marketing, integrated natural gas, oil, and coal, oil 
"#$)61  $+7#8$ 91 3.61 $.$+*A1 $e'#42$.(%1 GA1 6+3-#.*1
from this list of the 100 corporations with the high-
est market capital we were essentially assured of in-
cluding all energy companies that could potentially 
qualify as global energy corporations. To be clas-
 #"#$61 3 1 31 a*)!&3)1 $.$+*A1 8!+4!+3(#!.T91 3.1 $.$+*A1
8!243.A1.$$6$61(!1037$1+$*#!.3)1!5"#8$ 1)!83($61!.1
at least three continents (TAYLOR, 2004a). By simi-
larly scrutinizing the websites of the 100 compa-
nies, we found in which cities individual companies 
0361)!83($61 #*.#"#83.(1!5"#8$ 1<!.8$13*3#.18!22'-
nicating with organizations by email and telephone 
(!18!."#+21(0$1#.5!+23(#!.@%1[+!21(0$1!+#*#.3)1)# (1!51
JQQ91-$15!'.61dd1!51(0$18!+4!+3(#!. 10361!5"#8$ 1!.1
at least three continents, while the rest either were 
limited to one or two continents or there was insuf-
"#8#$.(1 #.5!+23(#!.1 (!1 4! #(#7$)A1 6$($+2#.$1 *)!&3)1
locations.

With these lists of 76 global NGOs and 33 global 
energy corporations compiled, we then created two 
separate matrixes of city locations to determine the 
5+$e'$.8A1!51!5"#8$1)!83(#!. %1f#(0#.1(0$ $123(+#]$ 91
-$123+C$61(0$14+$ $.8$1!513.1!5"#8$1#.1318#(A1&A14'(-
ting a “1” in their intersecting cell. We then were 
3&)$1 (!13661'41(0$1 (!(3)1.'2&$+1!51!5"#8$ 14+$ $.(1
in each city. In order to avoid mapping cities with 
coincidental presence of global NGOs and global en-
ergy corporations, we decided to take the presence 
!512!+$1(03.1"#7$1!5"#8$ 13 131(0+$ 0!)6%1?518!'+ $91
(0# 1# 13.13+(#"#8#3)13.614+3*23(#8180!#8$13.61-0$.1
discussing results reference will be made to cities 
-#(01)$  1(03.1 #]1!5"#8$ 1-0$.1' $5')15!+1(0$13.3)A-
sis. For the global NGOs map, the maximum amount 
!51!5"#8$ 1)!83($61#.1!.$18#(A1-3 1dd%1[!+1(0$1*)!&3)1
energy corporations map the maximum amount of-
"#8$ 1)!83($61#.1!.$18#(A1-3 1$#*0($$.%1

However, every attempt to capture global geog-
raphies should acknowledge that it only visualizes 
g .34 0!( \1!51 +$3)#(A91  #.8$1*)!&3)1.$(-!+C 13+$1 #.1

4'+4! $1 !51 (0# 1 434$+91 -$1 80! $1 "#+ (1 (!1 8!243+$1
-0!)$1.$(-!+C 13.61 #.*)$1!'(1(0$1"#.6#.* 15!+1(0$1
Americas.

For the global NGOs, we eventually arrived at 
31"#.3)1 )# (1!51`Z1*)!&3)1=>? 15!+12344#.*13.61 (3-
tistical testing. We added 30 NGOs to the 74 NGOs 
5+!21/3A)!+\ 1 !+#*#.3)1 )# (91 344)A#.*1/3A)!+\ 1  $)$8-
tion criteria. The websites of these 104 NGOS were 
scrutinized for information on the location of their 
!5"#8$ 13.61-$16$($+2#.$61-0$(0$+1(0$A15'.8(#!.$61
3 1 31  #.*)$1 $.(#(A1 '.6$+1 31 8!+4!+3($1 !5"#8$1 !+1 3 1 31
dispersed collaboration of independent entities. We 
also communicated with organizations by email and 
($)$40!.$1 (!1 8!."#+21 (0# 1 #.5!+23(#!.%1 f$1 $)#2#-
.3($61PJ1=>? 15+!21/3A)!+\ 1!+#*#.3)1)# (13.61 $7$.1
from the additional list due to either not having 
NGOs on at least three continents, not functioning 
3 131 #.*)$1$.(#(A91!+1.!(1037#.*1 '5"#8#$.(1#.5!+23-
tion available.

For the global energy corporations, we arrived 
3(1 31 "#.3)1 )# (1 !51 dd1 $.$+*A1 8!+4!+3(#!. 1 5!+1234-
ping and statistical testing. The energy corpora-
tions were derived from a list of the top 100 energy 
8!243.#$ 1#.1(0$1-!+)614'(1!'(1&A1(0$1367# #.*1"#+21
PFC Energy. Two other rankings that have been 
considered were Plunkett Research and Platts Top 
250. Plunkett Research provides a comprehensive 
list of international energy corporations including 
oil, natural gas, energy, petroleum, electricity, utili-
ties, and others. While the list is comprehensive, it 
23A1037$14+!7$.1 (!1&$1 (!!1$]43. #7$13.616#5"#8')(1
to draw a select number of corporations from the 
overall list. It gives no rankings for the companies, 
23C#.*1 #(16#5"#8')(1 (!16$($+2#.$1-0#801$.$+*A18!+-
porations ought to be selected from their list for an 
effective multinational study. Platts Top 250 rank-
ings are based upon a combination of assets, rev-
$.'$ 91 4+!"#( 91 3.61 +$('+.1 !.1 834#(3)1 #.7$ ($61 5!+1
companies with over $2 billion in assets. 

The industries in the rankings include coal and 
8!. '23&)$15'$) 916#7$+ #"#$61'(#)#(A91$)$8(+#81'(#)#(A91
exploration and production, gas utility, independent 
4!-$+14+!6'8$+ 91#.($*+3($61*3 13.61!#)1+$"#.#.*13.61
marketing, and storage and transfer. Though it pro-
vides a comprehensive set of industries, it did not 

¹ h[N1I.$+*A1-3 1!+#*#.3))A15!'.6$61#.1JKLR13.61.!-1C$$4 1!5"#8$ 1#.123S!+1-!+)618#(#$ 1#.8)'6#.*1G$#S#.*91X!' (!.91i'3)31O'24'+91
Lausanne, Manama, Paris, and Washington, D.C. Focused on international trends in the energy industry and the potential for sustai-
nable development, PFC provides long-term consultation to its clients. For more information, see: <http://www.pfcenergy.com/>.
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8!. (3.(1")']1<>HB=/E1=Y^DB=91PQQP@%1/0$163(31(03(1
3+$13(1(0$1&3 # 1!51(0# 1434$+\ 1234 1+$")$8(1(0$1 #('-
ation of June 2010. Map 1 visualizes the position of 
B2$+#83.18#(#$ 1#.1(0$1*)!&3)1!5"#8$1.$(-!+C 1!51(0$1
selected NGOs. Map 2 shows which American cities 
3+$143+(1!51(0$1*)!&3)1!5"#8$1.$(-!+C 1!51(0$1 $)$8($61
energy corporations. Map 3 results from overlay-
#.*12341J13.61P1-#(01(0$13)40318#(#$ 13 1#6$.(#"#$61
by the GaWC 2008 ranking. Map 3 thus shows the 
convergence and divergence of these maps by iden-
tifying which cities are part of one, two or all three 
!51(0$16# 8'  $61*)!&3)1.$(-!+C %1/0$1"#.6#.* 1(03(1
result from this mapping exercise are discussed in 
the following section. 

American cities in global city networks

Map 1 shows presence of NGOs throughout the 
B2$+#83 %1 M#*.#"#83.(1 =>?1 8!.8$.(+3(#!.1 <2!+$1
(03.1 "#7$1 !5"#8$ @1 # 1 8!. #6$+3&)A1 )$  1 (03.1 #.1
I'+!4$91 B5+#8391 3.61 M!'(0$3 (1 B #3%1 /0# 1 8!."#+2 1
/3A)!+\ 1<PQQR3@1"#.6#.*1(03(1!.)A131)#2#($6132!'.(1
of American cities rank amongst the top NGO cities. 

Map 1 - Global NGOs (June 2010)

Source: Research data.

Map 2 - Global energy corporations (June 2010)

Source:  Research data.

Map 3 - GaWC (2008), Global energy corporations – global NGOs 

Source:  Research data.

Map 1 global NGOs (June 20101)

33 offices

20 offices

   6 offices

Map 2 global energy corporations (June 20101)

18 offices

12 offices

   6 offices

Map 3 GaWC (2008) -  global energy corporations - global NGOs

One networks

Two networks

   Three networks
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American countries, the higher presence of these 
organizations in Central America thus seems to be 
a logical consequence. It also suggests that places 
in the Global South are part of NGOs transnation-
al networks because these are the places where 
"#$)6-!+C1.$$6 1(!1&$16!.$91-0$+$3 14)38$ 1#.1(0$1
Global North are of importance for network man-
agement (TAYLOR, 2005).

M$8!.691$]4$8($614+$ $.8$1#.1G+3;#)\ 123S!+18#(-
#$ 1# 1.!(1+$")$8($61!.1(0$1234%1B)(0!'*01Mj!1h3')!1
8!.(3#. 1(0+$$1=>?1!5"#8$ 91#(16#61.!(12$$(1(0$1 #]:
!5"#8$1 (0+$ 0!)691 .!+1 6#61 G+3 #)#391 -0#801 03 1 "#7$1
!5"#8$ %1Y.1!'+163(391!.)A1J`k1!518#(#$ 10361"#7$1!+1
2!+$1!5"#8$ %1f#(01bZk1!513))1=>?1!5"#8$ 15+!21!'+1
data set located in 84 cities worldwide – which is 
(0$1(!(3)1.'2&$+1!518#(#$ 1-#(012!+$1(03.1"#7$1!5"#8-
$ 1#.1!'+163(31 $(1V1#(183.1&$1 3#61(03(1*)!&3)1=>? \1
geography is characterized by a high concentration 
in a relatively small amount of cities (TOLY et al., 
2012). The absence of any Brazilian city among 
these may be explained by a more complex urban 
system in Brazil (FREY et al., 2010). Rather than a 
2!.!8$.(+#81!+14+#23($18#(A1 A ($291G+3;#)\ 1'+&3.1
system is polycentric. Various cities – such as São 
Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Brasilia, and Curitiba – pos-
sess the infrastructure, stability, and population to 
 '44!+(131 #*.#"#83.(14+$ $.8$1!51*)!&3)1=>? 91-0#801
perhaps explains their diffusion in the country. Thus 
might emerge a specialization or division of labor be-
tween Brazilian cities, in which São Paulo has a dis-
proportionate presence of economically powerful ac-
tors that might be relevant to some NGOs, while Rio 
de Janeiro and Brasilia have a disproportionate pres-
ence of national and global political clout that might 
be relevant to other NGOs.

With regard to location strategies of energy cor-
porations, American cities have substantial pres-
ence. Out of the 25 cities that were initially identi-
"#$613 1$.$+*A18!+4!+3(#!.18$.($+ 1V13*3#.1#.6#83(#.*1
a high concentration in a small amount of cities – 
Map 2 shows that six are located in the Americas, 
#.8)'6#.*1(0+$$18#(#$ 1(03(1+3.C1#.1(0$1(!41"#7$1</?O_1
$(1 3)%91 PQJP@%1 X!' (!.1 8!."#+2 1 #( 1 4! #(#!.1 3 1 (0$1
a-!+)6\ 1 $.$+*A1 834#(3)T1 </B_O?HE1 OB=>91 PQQb@1
and its success in surviving economic transforma-
tions (KATZ, 2009). The weight of the energy sector 
in Brazil (Rio de Janeiro) (VINE, 2005) and Calgary 
</IhO?lB91PQQZ@1 # 1+$")$8($61(!!%1['+(0$+2!+$91 (0$1
fact that also Buenos Aires, Caracas, and Bogotá are 

X$1#6$.(#"#$61f3 0#.*(!.1F%N%91=$-1_!+C1N#(A91D$]#8!1
City, Santiago, and Buenos Aires as top 25 NGO cities 
(TAYLOR, 2004a), which are all on Map 1. Washington 
F%N%13.61=$-1_!+C1N#(A18!."#+21(0$#+1+!)$13 1*)!&3)1
4!)#(#83)18#(#$ 1<B=XIYIH1$(13)%91PQQRE1NBOFIHE1FI1
[HI_/BM91PQQKE1[?HIY>=1h?OYN_91PQQLE1W=Y?=1?[1
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS, 2006). Key ele-
ments of global political cities are: (1) being a policy 
hub, (2) having a political-diplomatic community, 
and (3) functioning as a strategic information com-
4)$]1<NBOFIHE1FI1[HI_/BM91PQQK@%1>)!&3)14!)#(#83)1
cities are thus seen as “relational incubators”, mean-
ing that they are places which enable complex ex-
changes between a variety of actors with a diversity 
of resources who may operate at different levels, but 
"#.61$3801!(0$+1#.1(0# 143+(#8')3+14)38$1<=YNX?OOM91
2008). According to Taylor (2004a), NGOs are at-
tracted to such “loci of political power” rather than 
to economic nodes. 

There is notably less global NGO presence in Latin 
America than in other developing regions, which 
might be explained by the fact that global NGOs re-
8!."#*'+$1 (0$#+1 .$(-!+C 1 388!+6#.*1 (!1 -0$+$1 (0$1
need is highest (TOLY et al., 2012). The current ge-
ographies of global NGOs seem to focus less on Latin 
America and more on poorer regions in Africa and 
South Asia (BEBBINGTON, 2004, p. 739). It could also 
be that Latin American cities are marked by a more 
robust presence of domestic NGOs of relatively high 
capacity and, thus, that the demand for the presence 
of global NGOs is lower. Mexico City, Santiago, and 
G'$.! 1B#+$ 18!."#+21(0$#+1+!)$1!51g4+#23($\18#(A1V131
city where urbanization and economic and political 
processes are concentrated disproportionally in rela-
tion to the other cities in the same country. 

Although Latin American primate cities have 
declined in favor of rapidly growing secondary 
8$.($+ 1<h?H/IME1H?GIH/M91PQQb@91(0$A1 (#))1 $$21
(!1 &$1 !51  #*.#"#83.(1 #24!+(3.8$1 #.1 *)!&3)#;3(#!.1
4+!8$  $ 1<H?FHY>WImE1DBH/Y=I91PQQL@%1/-!1+$-
sults are more surprising: first, there is substan-
tial NGO presence in Central America, making 
these cities more connected to global civil soci-
ety than they are to the global economy (BROWN 
$(13)%91PQQP@%1/0# 18!."#+2 1/3A)!+\ 1 <PQQR3@18!.-
clusion that global civil society creates a distinct 
global geography. Since Koch and Ruben (2007) 
have pointed out that Central American countries 
receive more NGO aid/capita than other Latin 
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0!-$7$+91#(1# 1(0$1g' '3)1 ' 4$8( \1(03(13+$1#.8)'6$691
thus strengthening the divide between these places 
and other urban centers. Also, scholars point out 
that even these supposedly new geographies re-
produce and magnify existing patterns of inequality 
(ALDERSON et al., 2010) and leave Latin America in 
the same position as dependency and world-system 
research attributed to this region: integration in the 
world economy without an improvement of social 
-$)):&$#.*1<>WYOOn=E1MWoHIm91PQQb@%1

/0# 1#.8)' #!.1#.131*)!&3)1 438$1!51")!- 123A13) !1
heighten local inequalities (JAMES, 2005). Global 
forces have led to a sharp competition between cit-
ies to attract global investment and strive for world/
*)!&3)1 8#(A1  (3(' 1 <F?W>OBMM91PQQPE1W=:XBGY/B/91
2008). However, visionary plans to reach these 
goals often neglect the urban poor and marginalized 
and therefore exclude a large part of the population 
5+!21(0$1&$.$"#( 1)#.C$61(!1&$#.*143+(1!51*)!&3)1.$(-
works. Over and over again it is the Central Business 
Districts that are prioritized to experiment with am-
bitious economic, but also social and environmental 
policies (BRUGMANN, 2007), thus creating enclaves 
of well-being and further widening urban divides. 
The population in the Americas is highly urbanized: 
82,1% of the North Americans, 71,7% of the Central 
Americans and 83,7% of the South Americans are 
urban dwellers. These numbers are comparable to 
the situation in Europe (between 67,7% and 84,4% 
urban population) and much higher than in Africa 
(between 23,7% and 58,8%) and Asia (between 
32,2% and 66,3%) (UN-HABITAT, 2008). Such a vast 
urban population asks for policies that address ur-
ban inequalities

The fact that cities in the Americas such as New 
York City, Los Angeles, Chicago, Mexico City, Buenos 
Aires, São Paolo, and Rio de Janeiro are in the top 
30 cities in terms of contribution to the global GDP 
(UN-HABITAT, 2008) does not say anything about 
the living conditions of their inhabitants. High ur-
&3.1#.$e'3)#(A1# 1+$")$8($61#.1'+&3.1>#.#18!$5"#8#$.( 1
of income and consumption disparities. Those of 
major metropolitan areas in North America (e.g. 
New York City and Washington D.C.) are compa-
+3&)$1 (!1 (0$1 37$+3*$1>#.#1 8!$5"#8#$.( 1!51  !2$123-
jor cities in Latin America, which are traditionally 
categorized as having high urban inequality (UN-
HABITAT, 2008), with Bogota having the sharp-
$ (1 $8!.!2#81 6#7#6$1 -#(01 31 >#.#1 8!$5"#8#$.(1 3&!7$1

!.1(0$123412#++!+ 1O3(#.1B2$+#83\ 1V13.612!+$18!.-
8+$($)A1 B+*$.(#.3\ 91 l$.$;'$)3\ 91 3.61 N!)!2&#3\ 1 V1
#24!+(3.8$1 (!1 (0$1 $.$+*A1  $8(!+1 <NBMhBH_91 PQQ`E1
DB=mB=?E1 D?HBOFY91 PQQL@%1 G$ #6$ 91 -0$.1 -$1
look at the cities in our data set that host less than 
 #]1!5"#8$ 91 (0$1 )# (1 !51O3(#.1B2$+#83.1 8#(#$ 1037#.*1
energy corporation presence expands, adding cities 
)#C$1O#23913.61M3.(31N+';91$3801-#(015!'+1!5"#8$ %1

Map 3 shows unexpected results. There is not 
one North American city that is part of all three 
 ('6#$61 *)!&3)1 .$(-!+C %1 /0# 1  $$2 1 (!1 8!."#+21
that U.S. cities are generally less connected than 
I'+!4$3.1 !+1 B #31 h38#"#81 8#(#$ 1 </B_O?HE1 OB=>91
2005), though it may also suggest that there is a 
 '5"#8#$.()A10#*01)$7$)1!51#.5+3 (+'8('+3)13.61!+*3.#-
;3(#!.3)183438#(A1#.131 '5"#8#$.()A1)3+*$13.616#7$+ $1
set of cities that multiple networks need not orga-
nize in the same cities. However, it is still surprising 
(03(1.!(1!.$1!51(0$1' '3))A12$.(#!.$61W%M%1g)$36$+ \1
(New York City, Chicago, Los Angeles, Washington 
D.C., Miami) comes forth as a city that is part of 
diverse networks. It is the Latin American cities 
Bogotá, and Buenos Aires that are in this position. 
Furthermore, when we look at the cities that are 
part of two networks, New York City shares this po-
sition with Washington D.C., Houston, Mexico City, 
Rio de Janeiro, Caracas, Lima, and Guatemala City, 
cities that are usually conceptualized as second 
rate – or not mentioned at all in world/global cities 
+3.C#.* %1/0# 1"#.6#.*18!."#+2 1(0$1.$$61(!18!.6'8(1
more comprehensive research on the role of cities 
in processes of globalization. It also indicates that 
5!8' #.*1!.1315$-1*)!&3)18#(#$ 14+#23+#)A1 #6$.(#"#$61
by the disproportionate presence of organizations 
5+!21!.)A1!.$1 $8(!+1+# C 1.$*)$8(#.*1!(0$+1 #*.#"#-
cant developments. These three maps indicate that 
large cities and mega-cities in Latin America are 
strategic locations for global actors of various sorts.

Global inclusion, local exclusion and inequality?

The three maps showed that cities in the 
Americas are to a greater or lesser extent part of 
global networks of civil society and economic actors. 
B)(0!'*01 !2$1"#.6#.* 1-$+$1'.$]4$8($61#.1($+2 1
of which places are on and off the map, it is clear 
(03(18#(#$ 1#.1(0$1B2$+#83 13+$1 #*.#"#83.(15!+1*)!&3)1
actors. In both North America and Latin America, 
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for example, 30 million people have moved out of 
slum conditions since 2000, but the total number of 
slum dwellers remains high. In Brazil and Argentina 
between 30 and 40% of the urban population still 
lives in slums, in Bolivia and Peru the amount even 
exceeds 40% (UN-HABITAT, 2008). Strong econom-
ic and social policies that address incomes of poor 
households and take into account persistently high 
rates of rural-urban migration are needed to ad-
dress such a massive problem. 

Conclusion

The role and position of American cities in global 
cities literature has been ambiguous: New York City 
has received the highest levels of attention, thus 
keeping other major North American cities out of 
the picture, and the large Latin American cities were 
.!(1 $$.13 15')"#))#.*1(+')A1*)!&3)18#(A1+!)$ 1&$83' $1
the “mega-city syndrome” hinders them in this re-
*3+6%1X!-$7$+91!'+1"#.6#.* 1 '**$ (1(03(1B2$+#83.1
cities are part of global networks of economic and 
8#7#)1 !8#$(A138(!+ %1D3#.)A1#(1# 1(0$1g' '3)1 ' 4$8( \1
that are included, but there were also some unex-
pected results. First, Central American cities, often 
neglected in global cities research, are much more 
connected to global civil society than they are to the 
global economy. Second, NGO concentration is dis-
proportionately low. Third, not one North American 
city is part of all three studied global networks. 

Work on poverty, governance, and social move-
ments in the Americas must confront the relative 
connectedness of some American cities to the space 
!51 ")!- 1 3.61 #  '$ 1 !51 #.$e'3)#(A1 #.1 (0$1  438$1 !51
places. In attempts to be the most attractive place 
for global investment and in striving for world/
global city status, cities prioritize their central busi-
ness districts and invite the presence of powerful 
actors in the world economy. But global connect-
edness does not necessarily bring enhanced local 
living conditions. Urban inequality remains high in 
major metropolitan areas in both North and Latin 
America. Although globalization processes might 
not be the (only) source of this inequality – many 
4+!&)$2 1 "#.61 (0$#+1 !+#*#. 1  !2$1 6$836$ 1 3*!1 V91
they can and do reproduce and magnify existing 
patterns of inequality, as the consequences of the 
*)!&3)1"#.3.8#3)18+# # 13.61(0$1PQQL15!!618+# # 1 0!-%1

Q%bb%1/0$1>#.#18!$5"#8#$.( 1!51G'$.! 1B#+$ 91M3.(#3*!1
and Mexico City are between 0.51 and 0.55 (UN-
HABITAT, 2008). 

The reduction in poverty experienced in Latin 
American cities in the 1980s was not continued in 
the 1990s (UN-HABITAT, 2008). And although the 
social situation in many Latin American cities im-
proved in the growth period between 2002 and 
2006, inequalities in the distribution of welfare 
3.61-$3)(01+$23#.10#*013.61(0$1*)!&3)1"#.3.8#3)18+#-
sis and the 2008 food crisis have reversed positive 
(+$.6 1<?NBDh?91PQQKE1W=:XBGY/B/91PQQL@%1/0$1"#-
nancial crisis had an impact on, for example, educa-
tion, which is more visible in larger than in smaller 
cities (UN-HABITAT, 2008). The high food prices 
added another source of problems for the poor-
est residents (UN-HABITAT, 2008). Several schol-
ars have pointed out that globalization processes 
impact local situations and that many global cities 
3+$16#7#6$618#(#$ 91#.1-0#801 !2$1$.S!A1(0$1&$.$"#( 1
of being included in global networks and others 
bear the costs (VAN KEMPEN, 2007). As Sassen has 
4!#.($61!'(91(!63A\ 1*)!&3)18#(#$ 13+$10!2$1(!1&!(01
extreme luxury and extreme poverty, to both the 
hypermobile global elite and the immobile group 
of the local poor. This is because the postindustrial 
economy not only demands highly skilled people, 
&'(13) !131 #*.#"#83.(132!'.(1!51-!+C$+ 1-#(01 )#(()$1
$6'83(#!.1(!1"#))1!)613.61.$-1)!-:-3*$1S!& 1<MBMMI=91
1991). Thus, the concentration of global actors in ma-
jor cities raises the question about the situation and 
living conditions of the less privileged who have few 
advancement possibilities (SASSEN, 1991). Further, 
the proximity of rich and poor families in many Latin 
American cities – although separated by the walls 
3.61 5$.8$ 1!51 (0$1*3($61 8!22'.#(#$ 1 V1 <H?Y/DB=E1
hXIOhM91PQJJ@1+$")$8( 1(0$18!:4+$ $.8$1!51(0$1 438$1
!51")!- 13.61(0$1 438$1!514)38$ %1

However, it is not only global forces that are be-
0#.61(!63A\ 1#.$e'3)#(#$ %1Y(1 # 1#24!+(3.(1(!143A13(-
($.(#!.1 (!18#(#$ \10# (!+#$ 914!)#(#83)91$8!.!2#8913.61
social situations in order to fully grasp how the pres-
ence of global actors and local developments inter-
act with each other. Cities are now a “dynamic inter-
face where state, international organizations, NGOs 
and the poor interrelate” (ROBERTS, 2005, p. 121). 
The Americas have been highly urbanized already 
for decades, thus some challenges are the result of 
past developments and policies. In Latin America, 
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Political Science and Politics, v. 38, n. 1, p. 9-16, 2005.

DERUDDER, B. On conceptual confusion in empiri-

cal analyses of a transnational urban network. Urban 

Studies, v. 43, n. 11, p. 2027-2046, 2006.

DOUGLASS, M. From global intercity competition to co-

operation for livable cities and economic resilience in pa-

8#"#81B #3%1Environment and Urbanization, v. 14, n. 1, 

p. 53-68, 2002.

FLORIDA, R. The world is spiky. Atlantic Monthly, 

October, p. 48-51, 2005.
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FOREIGN POLICY. The 2008 Global Cities Index. 2008. 
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tween cities based on the concept of policy web spheres. 
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GLOBALIZATION AND WORLD CITIES – GAWC. A roster 

of world cities (Research Bulletin 5). Cities, v. 16, n. 6, 
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Such occasional turmoil and persistent inequality 
occasions the presence of global actors responding 
to emergent needs of the “global immobile”. This 
production of presence in American cities should 
receive considerable attention from those who are 
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munity throughout the hemisphere. 
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